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Chapter Objec0ves
•  Presen(ng	your	results	to	project	sponsors	
•  Communica(ng	with	your	model’s	end	users	
•  Presen(ng	your	results	to	fellow	data	scien(sts	
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Example
Our	company	(let’s	call	it	WVCorp)	makes	and	sells	home	electronic	devices	
and	associated	soCware	and	apps.	WVCorp	wants	to	monitor	topics	on	the	
company’s	product	forums	and	discussion	board	to	iden(fy	“about-to-buzz”	
issues:	topics	that	are	posed	to	generate	a	lot	of	interest	and	ac(ve	
discussion.	This	informa(on	can	be	used	by	product	and	marke(ng	teams	to	
proac(vely	iden(fy	desired	product	features	for	future	releases,	and	to	
quickly	discover	issues	with	exis(ng	product	features.	Once	we’ve	
successfully	built	a	model	for	iden(fying	about-to-buzz	topics	on	the	forum,	
we’ll	want	to	explain	the	work	to	the	project	sponsor,	and	also	to	the	product	
managers,	marke(ng	managers,	and	support	engineering	managers	who	will	
be	using	the	results	of	our	model.	



 En00es in the buzz model scenario
En#ty		 Descrip#on		
WVCorp	 The	company	you	work	for	
eRead	 WVCorp’s	e-book	reader	
TimeWrangl
er	

WVCorp’s	(me-management	app	

BookBits	 A	compe(tor’s	e-book	reader	
GCal	 A	third-party	cloud-based	calendar	service	that	TimeWrangler	can	

integrate	with	



 Presen0ng your results to the project 
sponsor
	 1.		Summarize	the	mo(va(on	behind	the	project,	and	its	goals.	
	 2.		State	the	project’s	results.	
	 3.		Back	up	the	results	with	details,	as	needed.	
	 4.		Discuss	recommenda(ons,	outstanding	issues,	and	possible	future	
work.	
•  Some	people	also	recommend	an	“Execu(ve	Summary”	slide:	a	one-

slide	synopsis	of	steps	1	and	2.	
•  How	you	treat	each	step—how	long,	how	much	detail—depends	on	

your	audience	and	your	situa(on.	



 Summarizing the project’s goals
	1-	Mo#va#on	for	project	 	2-	Sta#ng	the	project	goal	



 Sta0ng the project’s results

3-	Describing	the	project	and	its	results	



Filling in the details

4-	Discussing	your	work	in	more	detail	



5-	Op#onal	slide	on	the	modeling	method	



Making recommenda0ons and discussing 
future work

6-	Discussing	future	work	



Project sponsor presenta0on takeaways
•  Keep	it	short.	
•  Keep	it	focused	on	the	business	issues,	not	the	technical	

ones.	
•  Your	project	sponsor	might	use	your	presenta(on	to	help	

sell	the	project	or	its	results	to	the	rest	of	the	
organiza(on.	Keep	that	in	mind	when	presen(ng	
background	and	mo(va(on.	

•  Introduce	your	results	early	in	the	presenta(on,	rather	
than	building	up	to	them.	

	



Presen0ng your model to end users
	 1.		Summarize	the	mo(va(on	behind	the	project,	and	its	
goals.	
	 2.		Show	how	the	model	fits	into	the	users’	workflow	(and	
how	it	improves	that	workflow).	
	 3.		Show	how	to	use	the	model.	
	 Let’s	explore	each	of	these	points	in	turn,	star(ng	with	
project	goals.	



1- Summarizing the project’s goals
•  	The	users	already	know	that	they	want	to	find	buzz;	our	model	will	help	them	

search	more	effec(vely.		

Mo#va#on	for	project	



Showing how the model fits 
the users’ workflow

•  A	good	way	to	do	this	is	to	give	
before-and-aCer	scenarios	of	a	
typical	user	workflow.	

User	workflow	
before	and	aHer	the	

model	



•  The	next	slide	(figure	,	top)	uses	
the	pilot	study	results	to	show	
that	the	model	can	reduce	the	
effort	it	takes	to	monitor	the	
forums,	and	does	in	fact	provide	
useful	informa(on.	

Present	the	model’s	benefits	from	the	
users’	perspec#ve.	



•  You	may	also	want	to	fill	in	
more	details	about	how	the	
model	operates.	

•  	For	example,	users	may	want	
to	know	what	the	inputs	to	the	
model	are	(figure	),	so	that	
they	can	compare	those	inputs	
with	what	they	themselves	
consider	when	looking	for	
interes(ng	informa(on	on	the	
forums	manually.	

Provide	technical	details	that	are	
relevant	to	the	users.	



Showing how to use the model
•  The	slide	in	figure	describes	how	a	product	

manager	will	interact	with	the	buzz	model.	

•  In	this	example	scenario,	we’re	assuming	
that	there’s	an	exis(ng	mechanism	for	
product	managers	to	add	topics	and	
discussions	from	the	forums	to	a	watchlist,	
as	well	as	a	way	for	product	managers	to	
monitor	that	watchlist.		

•  The	model	will	separately	send	the	users	
no(fica(ons	about	impending	buzz	on	
topics	they’re	interested	in.	

Describe	how	the	users	will	interact	
with	the	model.	



•  In	a	real	presenta(on,	you’d	
then	expand	each	point	to	
walk	the	users	through	how	
they	use	the	model:	
screenshots	of	the	GUIs	that	
they	use	to	interact	with	the	
model,	and	screenshots	of	
model	output.	

•  	We	give	one	example	slide	
in	figure		a	screenshot	of	a	
no(fica(on	email,	annotated	
to	explain	the	view	to	the		
user.	

An	example	instruc#onal	slide	



•  included	a	slide	that	asks	the	users	for	
feedback	on	the	model,	once	they’ve	been	
using	it	in	earnest.	This	is	shown	in	figure	.	
Feedback	from	the	users	can	help	you	(and	
other	teams	that	help	to	support	the	model	
once	it’s	opera(onal)	to	improve	the	
experience	for	the	users,	making	it	more	
likely	that	the	model	will	be																							
accepted	and	widely																																			
adopted.	

Ask	the	users	for	feedback.	



 End user presenta0on takeaways
•  Your	primary	goal	is	to	convince	the	users	that	they	want	to	use	
your	model.	

•  Focus	on	how	the	model	affects	(improves)	the	end	users’	day-to-
day	processes.	

•  Describe	how	to	use	the	model	and	how	to	interpret	or	use	the	
model’s	outputs.	



Presen0ng your work to other data 
scien0sts

•  Presen(ng	to	other	data	scien(sts	gives	them	a	chance	to	evaluate	your	
work	and	gives	you	a	chance	to	benefit	from	their	insight.	

•  	They	may	see	something	in	the	problem	that	you	missed,	and	can	suggest	
good	varia(ons	to	your	approach	or	alterna(ve	approaches	that	you	didn’t	
think	of.	

	 	presenta(on	to	your	peers	generally	has	the	following	structure:	
	 1.		Introduce	the	problem.	
	 2.		Discuss	related	work.	
	 3.		Discuss	your	approach.	
	 4.		Give	results	and	findings.	
	 5.		Discuss	future	work.	



1- Introducing the problem
•  This	approach	is	best	when	
you’re	presen(ng	to	other	data	
scien(sts	within	your	own	
organiza(on,	since	you	all	share	
the	context	of	the	
organiza(on’s	needs.		

•  When	you’re	presen(ng	to	
peer	groups	outside	your	
organiza(on,	you	may	want	to	
lead	with	the	business	problem.	

Introducing	the	project	



2- Discussing related work

a	related	work	slide	is	an	
opportunity	to	discuss	other	
approaches	that	you	considered,	
and	why	they	may	not	be	
completely	appropriate	for	your	
specific	problem.	

Discussing	related	work	



3-Discussing your approach

introduces	the	pilot	study	that	we	
conducted,	the	data	that	we	used,	
and	the	modeling	approach	we	
chose.	It	also	men(ons	that	a	
group	of	end	users	(five	product	
managers)	par(cipated	in	the	
project;	this	establishes	that	we	
made	sure	that	the	model’s	
outputs	are	useful	and	relevant.	

Introducing	the	pilot	study	



3-Discussing your approach
In	this	scenario,	the	dataset	didn’t	
have	the	right	variables—it	would	
have	been	beber	to	do	more	of	a	
(me-series	analysis,	if	we	had	the	
appropriate	data,	but	we	wanted	
to	start	with	metrics	that	were	
already	implemented	in	the	
product	forums’	system.	Be	up-
front	about	this.	

Discussing	model	inputs	and	
modeling	approach	



Discussing results and future work
•  Discuss	our	model’s	performance	(precision/

recall)	and	also	confirm	that	representa(ve	
end	users	did	find	the	model’s	output	useful	
to	their	jobs.	

•  The	bobom	slide	of	figure	shows	which	
variables	are	most	influen(al	in	the	model	
(recall	that	the	variable	importance	
calcula(on	is	one	side	effect	of	building	
random	forests).	In	this	case,	the	most	
important	variables	are	the	number	of	(mes	
the	topic	is	displayed	on	various	days	and	
how	many	authors	are	contribu(ng	to	the	
topic.	

Showing	model	performance	



Discussing results and future work
•  End	the	talk	with	a	discussion	of	possible	

improvements	and	future	work.	

•  Some	of	the	points	on	the	future	work	
slide—in	par(cular	the	need	for	velocity	
variables—come	up	naturally	from	the	
previous	discussion	of	the	work	and	
findings.	Others,	like	future	work	on	
model	retraining	schedules,	aren’t	
foreshadowed	as	strongly	by	the	earlier	
part	of	the	talk,	but	might	occur	
to	people	in	your	audience	and	are	worth	
elabora(ng	on	briefly	here.	

Discussing	future	work	



Peer presenta0on takeaways
•  A	peer	presenta(on	can	be	mo(vated	primarily	by	the	
modeling	task.	

•  Unlike	the	previous	presenta(ons,	the	peer	presenta(on	
can	(and	should)	be	rich	in	technical	details.	

•  Be	up-front	about	limita(ons	of	the	model	and	
assump(ons	made	while	building	it.	Your	audience	can	
probably	spot	many	of	the	limita(ons	already.	

	



Key takeaways
•  Presenta(ons	should	be	organized	and	wriben	with	a	
specific	audience	and	purpose	in	mind.	

•  Organize	your	presenta(ons	to	declare	a	shared	goal	and	
show	how	you’re	mee(ng	that	goal.	

•  Some	presenta(ons	are	more	technical	than	others,	but	
all	should	be	honest	and	share	convincing	work	and	
interes(ng	results.	


